
Name: ___________________________

Limited Basic Good Very Good Excellent

Rational Numbers –
comparing and ordering
Can order a rational number set
(fractions, decimals, integers
and percents)

You compare and order a pair
of similar rational numbers
using symbolic
representations.

You compare and order a
similar set of rational
numbers using symbolic
representations.

You compare and order a set of
rational numbers symbolically,
making use of visuals when
asked to support your decision.

You compare and order a set of
rational numbers, using different
strategies, based on the
numbers involved.

You compare and order rational
numbers with fluency, using a
variety of strategies to visualize the
numbers involved.

Rational Numbers - Adding
and subtracting Fractions
Can solve computation
problems with improper/mixed
fractions and repeating
decimals.

You can add and subtract a
pair of proper fractions with
like denominators following
an exemplar, and focusing on
symbolic representations.

You can add and subtract a
pair of  proper fractions,
mixed numbers and improper
fractions with like
denominators, following an
exemplar.

You can add and subtract proper
fractions, mixed numbers and
improper fractions with like
denominators, using a visual
strategy to support the symbolic
representation.

You can add and subtract proper
fractions, mixed numbers and
improper fractions with like
denominators, using a
combination of visual strategies
and symbolic representations as
required.

You can add and subtract sets of
proper fractions, mixed numbers,
and improper fractions with like
denominators, selecting an
appropriate strategy based on task
given.

Powers
Can write rational powers as
repeated multiplication; can
calculate the power of an
integer

You can identify a power,
base and exponent.

You can identify a power,
base and exponent. You can
match written out repeated
multiplication to a given
power.

You can identify powers, bases
and exponents, and can write out
the power of an integer, with
some accuracy, when the base is
positive.

You can write powers as
repeated addition, and can write
out the power of an integer.
Inconsistent errors may be
present with negative bases.

You can write powers, including
negative bases, as repeated
multiplication. You accurately write
out the power of an integer,
including those with negative bases.

Algebra
Can solve one step equations

You attempt to solve one-step
equations by working
backwards in your head.
Communication of your
understanding is unclear.

You solve one-step equations
by working in your head.
Communication of your
understanding is somewhat
unclear. Verifying your work
results in miscommunication
and misunderstanding.

You can solve one-step
equations by working backwards
in your head, with minor errors.
You sometimes verify your
answers accurately.

You can solve one-step
equations, by balancing both
sides, with minor errors. You
verify your solution accurately,
but don’t always identify errors.

You can solve one-step equations,
including negative numbers by
balancing both sides, by isolating
the variable. You accurately verify
your solution.

Polynomials
Can describe and model types
of polynomials; identify like
terms.

You can identify algebra tiles.
You can define a monomial,
binomial and trinomial.

You can identify algebra tiles,
and identify given
polynomials as monomials,
binomials or trinomials.

You can identify algebra tiles, and
use them to create polynomials.
You can identify monomials,
binomials and trinomials.

You can use algebra tiles to
represent polynomials.
Inconsistent errors in creating
polynomials to specific criteria
are sometimes present. You can
identify like terms.

You can identify like terms. You can
create polynomials according to
given criteria, You accurately use
algebra tiles to correctly create or
identify polynomials.

Graphing
Can plot points on a 4
Quadrant; Can create a table of
values from an equation.

With reminders, you can plot
points accurately on a grid.
Points are often reversed on
the x and y axis. When you
create tables of values, the
equation is often evaluated
incorrectly.

With minimal reminder or
support, you plot points
accurately on a grid. Points
are sometimes reversed on
the x and y axis. When you
create a table of values, the
equation is sometimes
evaluated incorrectly.

You plot points accurately in 2
quadrants, but sometimes make
errors with x and y axes. When
you create a table of values,
minor errors or inconsistent
errors show up in the evaluation
of equations.

You can accurately plot points in
all 4 quadrants. You create a
table of values based on an
equation with minor errors.

You can accurately plot points in all
4 quadrants. You create a table of
values based an equation without
errors.
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